
Tag you’re the “one” contest- Valentine’s Day 2020



This contest is going to be a bit different than anything we have ever done in our Saga community. This 
is how it works. 
To participate in this contest, you have to tag someone in the community who you would want to 
share Valentine's Day with and then say why. I encourage you to tag someone new, whether it be a 
New Member in the Community or someone who has not already been chosen/tagged in this Thread 
by another Member. We want to keep the chain of tagging going/growing and get lots of Community 
Members involved. Regardless, feel free to tag the player who tagged you. You could even use one of 
our lovely new Reactions to do that, but bear in mind that the latter tag won't count towards your 
participation.

Five of the most original answers will be randomly chosen to win 20 gold bars.
You have until Monday, 17th February at 13:00 CET to participate.
Terms and Conditions here.
________________________________________________
I would like to add a comment here now. This is not a popularity contest nor was it ever meant to be 
that. It's more about the reasons why you are tagging the individual.
_________________________________________________



Spinnifix
I want to spend the day with my friend @bearwithme. We both get along very well and we have the 
same passion for collecting teddy bears. I like beartwithme !!!

Ween44
I would love to spend Valentines day with Martika i think thats her screen name. Thats her name in 
my list of candy crush friends. anyway. I would love to because she is my daughter and when she 
was young we went through a lot. She had a very rare brain tumor we discovered when she was 2 
when she had a seizure one night and was airlifted to our lical Childrens Hospital cheo. That was in 
1997. She is alive and well and has over come EVERY barrier they thought she may have. She is one 
tough cookie. And very SASSY!

bearwithme
Just like in a game of tag - (with no tag-backs) I want to tag @Foley1362 - a fellow 
pet rescuer and builder of Pet cities, GIF poster extraordinaire and all around 
great guy! He's a wonderful and caring person (one of many here in the 
community) - but best of all - he makes me laugh!!!



Foley1362
So many people I would want to spend Valentines with including you 🐨☝🏻 but following the rules I will 
tag @firebombmarkus as he was my original mentor in here and part of the reason I am still here today. I 
suspect he has a long list of us but I am honored he chose to devote some of his time last year to help 
enrich my life further just by getting to know him 🙏🏻 and learn from his wise sensei ways 💅😁

Nck
So many hmm🤔🤔🤔@Nat09 just because hahaha 👍😎

mysticalmysty
Thank you for the tag @Foley1362 🙏🏼 Unfortunately I wouldn’t want to spend my💖day 
together with you, just for obvious reasons, if we do we’ll be end up just playing hula 
hoop and eating 🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩🍩 all day 🤷🏻♀️, there’ll be no 🥂, 
no 💐 so instead I’d rather spend my 💖 day with my lovely 👯♀️@MiaChristine she 
knows how to make good 🍸🍹 I still 💕 U @Foley1362 you are my 🍯🐻 but I have to 
say no for 🍩 for this whole month, you still can send me some 🍫 and 🥛—❤️🍏



Glenn1972
I would like to spend my Valentine's Day with @frenioz00
That is if her soon-to-be husband would understand 😬😬😬 not only is she a delight to talk with, she 
also has an witty sense of humor😜 she is smart and intelligent 🎀 and has the way of keeping me on my 
toes📌 I have come to consider her a good friend for each I'm truly thankful ☮ Now of course I have many 
friends here that I hope to spend Valentine's Day with 😍

debrichmond
I'd like to spend at least part of the day with @firebombmarkus, too, even if I have to share it with 
@Foley1362. 🤗

Marko was the first person to reach out to me and introduce himself and offer his help within a few days of 
when I joined. But it's not only just that. I've only been in the Community about a month now, but I've noticed 
how kind, polite, caring, and helpful he is to EVERYONE. He has so much patience, too. 😀 So, maybe, if I spent 
some time with Marko, those qualities will rub off onto me!!!! 🤞

firebombmarkus
The person I am tagging is @lulu13 as I love her personality and would like to 
know her better 🤩



kmk1331
I totally am tagging myself because I'm the only person that I find worthy of spending 
Valentine's Day with!!! How do I Tag??

Spinnifix
@firebombmarkus 
Hello Marko! You were also the first with me who had reprimanded me here because I also tried it in German. And then 
we had further contact to get help from you. It is a very nice work with you and I really enjoy it. And will still be there for 
me when I need help. Your kind manner makes me very happy. I just had to get rid of it. The best place is to make it 
public. Thank you very much for your support. 
Greetings from Germany Peggy

lulu13
According to the rules i can’t tag you back, so i am tagging @AbhinavSargar because 
her sweet nature is adorable and inspiring

Elsa
Perhaps you can just say I am tagging ME. But you don't have to change it. I am 
tagging @kmk1331 because she has the right idea! I totally agree with her and 
will be spending the day loving me and pampering me.



frenioz00
I'd like to spend Valentine's Day with @Foley1362 because he is one of the funniest "peeps in town", because he brings a 
smile to my face every day, because he cracks me up with his comments and personality, because he understands my sense 
of humor... to sum up, because -as I have told him and quoting Shania Twain's words ⬇️- 🇭 🇪 🇭 🇦 🇸 🇦 🇼 🇦 🇾 🇼 🇮 🇹 🇭 🇲 🇪 ❕

Foley1362
I would ❤️ to spend the day with @PummyRaj just to get to witness first hand the love, joy and 
happiness she not only spreads to her family, friends, but her local community she volunteers at so 
much and last but not least this wonderful King family she devotes so much of her time and energy to 
helping. Her dedication and passion to others is something I greatly admire and continue to strive for

Betts
I would love to spend my Valentines day with @Pounawea . I am sure we would have a wonderful day, 
eating Tapas, drinking wine and talking and laughing a lot together in Barcelona.

Flanje
I tag @Pounawea so she can get to see that I'm not really as evil as I seem 
MUAHAAAHHHHAAAAA



Lim
So I will tagging @KitKathySuzyQ because she is really great Diamond Diaries Helper on Diamond Diaries 
Community. If she doesn't understand to answer any hard questions, don't worry! She will tagging me
then I will helping players to solve any problems on Diamond Diaries Community and I will teaching her 
how to solve any problems on Diamond Diaries Community or our private message until she will 
understand. 😉

So we must helping @QueenRaffie to answer to Diamond Diaries's Players to solve any problems on 
Diamond Diaries Community because we think she is very busy doing on King Community. 😊

@KitKathySuzyQ - You are really kind and great Diamond Diaries Expert Player! So I tag you on this 
contest! 😊

wafercookieflippers
I would like to join @Rancid in warm, sunny Australia for Valentine's Day. (Our amazing superstar--
Not Rachel's Rancid--fear not.) He is kind and respectful. He puts his intelligence to good use 
helping everyone here on the forum. His sense of humor would keep me laughing, and I feel almost 
certain we would have plenty to keep us talking. Valentine's day here is always cold, so having 
some fun with my friend @Rancid in lovely summer is the best way for me to spend the holiday.



Sofia1992
Oh I know!
I know with which one I would like to spend my Valentine Day...well, with my 
awesome buddy @candycrushinit .
Oh yes, I want to share all my love to her.

She is sweet, friendly, awesome, great and she loves to help all of us in community 
(plus me and her, love Nutcracker too) .
So, I definitely and without any second thought, I choose her!

satnam
Will you spend the Valentine's Day with me @satnam ?🤔
And the reasons are :- he is 😍awesome, 😘superb, kind, thoughtful,🤩 fabulous, attractive, handsome 
etc..
I don't have enough words , how to describe him perfectly . He is so 🤭perfect 😁😁😁😁
Seems like a bit too 😅😅much. So, that's all

Hey @satnam !!! 🤩🤩
Yes!! Definitely!! Why not ?
I would love to go with you on that special day.😆😆😆

Nck
@debrichmond deb ur cheating on me!!!! Hahaha I thought us philadelphian's stick 
together lol I'm just kidding with you ur awesome person and so are ur picks just having 
some fun. Have a great day!!!!🙃😜



stan1981
@QueenB
tag QueenB for helping out a lot on farm hero saga community. 
1 of the best temper mod that I ever encounter so far.

Acv
@Elsa am I allowed to tag you? If I am I would like to spend Valentine’s Day with you as I find your stories 
fascinating and you are very kind and sweet if this is not allowed let me know and i’ll Tag someone else

Nat09
I would love to spend Valentine’s Day with @BQN537, we have much in common, always 
enjoy your company, love your sense of humour, you’re a beautiful person 

LizzyLemondrop
I would like to spend Valentines Day with our dear @Crazy Cat Lad ! 🐱 He is so 
thoughtful and creative to make beautiful banners for all of us to enjoy 🎨🖌️. 
Plus, we can bond over our shared love of kitties! 🧶😻

https://community.king.com/en/candy-crush-saga/profile/BQN537


BeckyBubblegum
I'd like to spend Valentine's Day with @Xarly! 😘 Every time I message you, you are always so 
interested to hear what I have to say. You were one of the first people to make feel welcomed here, 
and for that I am grateful. 🙂

AbhinavSargar
And that is your Greatness @lulu13 that you think such of me. You are also too kind and Great that 
everyone wants you to be in the Community. I would love to go with you. So Much ❤️💗to you and 
all of the rest.

Sofia1992
Aww...!~
You are so welcome @candycrushinit . 
You are my sweet buddy afterall and without you, community would be a very 
empty place plus I would be so lonely too.

Let's make this community a great place for everyone.

Just you and me...TOGETHER AND FOREVER!

Between us, we are the best buddies ever and the perfect Game Expert team !!!
We are so awesome together!



KitKathySuzyQ
tagging Challis @Shay2017 as a to spend Valentine's Day together! It will be a very sweet day comparing our games 
we play and of course we will be linking those charms and finding more diamonds! Maybe even celebrate with a 
delicious piece of cake from one of the Valentine's Cake's I make and also there will be lots of chocolate and 
flowers! And if you need any Diamond Diaries Expert Advice just let me know. It will be a sweet day for sure!

BQN537
I would like to spend the day with @wafercookieflippers we have so much in common and we could go 
out and save more animals and eat heaps of lollies (candy) keep crushing everyone

wafercookieflippers
I would also love to spend Valentine's Day with our mutual friend @gr33n3y3z . She is a Wonderful 
person with whom I wish I had more time. She is kind, hilariously funny, and one of the best Candy 
Crushers I know to play the game. Maybe we could chill and then she could teach me some skills? 
😄🤗
Edit: please come join @BQN537 and me on our lovely Valentine's adventure @frenioz00 . Love 
gets even Sweeter the more you share it.



Frenioz00
Sure thing @wafercookieflippers !
Let me get my agenda (a girl's gotta respect her commitments, you know?) 😂:
02/14/2020 @Foley1362
02/14/2021 @Glenn1972
02/14/2022 @wafercookieflippers & @BQN537 (I promise not to be the Third Wheel, though!)

BQN537
Your welcome @wafercookieflippers 
Wires is such a wonderful cause I thank you from the bottom of my heart ❤️ for our furry friends 
now @Nat09 and @gr33n3y3z have to come along on our date with @frenioz00 

gr33n3y3z
So I'm tagging my fellow crusher @Simon888 I would like to game with you since you can rack 
up some pretty high scores yourself, I'd like to see who could out score who?😝



Foley1362
@frenioz00 - alright lady I think we might need to get a party ‘tag’ bus going for all 
your social commitments with @Glenn1972 , @wafercookieflippers 
@BQN537@gr33n3y3z & @Nat09 - I think is the list we have so far 🥰🤪🤗
Im driving 💪🏻

flew66
I would like to tag @kiara_wael, may be I can learn from her how to advance so 
quickly in CCFS. Happy Valentine's Day! 😊

Nat09
That’s a great idea @BQN537 @frenioz00 I’d love to go to the park with you guys 
and @wafercookieflippers @Glenn1972 @gr33n3y3z, can I bring a few bunnies 
🐰with me?😁 they can play with your doggies in the park 🐶Make some room 
in your bus @Foley1362 we’re all coming 

https://community.king.com/en/candy-crush-saga/profile/Foley1362


Sharon_Loose
I would so love to spend just a single day with my dear friend @Shanae_Spencer but sadly no one has heard 
from her for over a year, her Facebook posts stopped abruptly on 3rd December 2018, I loved her tales of her 
walks around Australia and New Zealand and looking at all the beautiful photos she took. We could have spent 
the day walking and stopped off for a picnic. I still check her FB page in case by a miracle she has come back. 
@kiara_wael my dear friend you could have joined us too and we could have a real girly day out 🥰😍❤️

Nat09
@Elsa there was a contest “ Win one of five exclusive avatars” and I won Rachel, I 
was so excited, I really wanted her, she is my favourite character. I just have to 
keep an eye out for Rancid 🤣🤣

Rancid
Hi @wafercookieflippers and thank you for the tag. I would love to spend Valentines Day in Australia 
with you. Just call me when you land😍

https://community.king.com/en/candy-crush-saga/profile/Elsa


DeepshikhaSharan
I have two people to tag cause thay are the ones who showed me way through this community. 
They helped me reach Level 5 on here. Without them I would still be a new bee. They helped me 
out in the community. They are @Elsa and @Lim . To both of them I just have to say that I was 
blind and they taught me braile script. @Elsa & @Lim are really on the right positions of the 
community.😊😚🙄

@Elsa you really are the mother of superstars and @Lim you were too great to become a game 
exoert and a member of the month

In tag you rare the "one" contest, you are the "two"
With lots of hearts and love💙💚💛💜🖤❤️

kiara_wael
Thank you @flew66 , You remember me , its so sweet . like this Chocolate that i gave you , hope you 
like it☺️, and Happy Valentine’s Day. May you be showered with love today.



GranBarb
I 'm going to tag @Elsa !
First, for all the great stories & all the time she puts into our Community. She's one of the first of all 
the friendly members that got me to really participate in games, contests, & all of it. She's always nice 
& helpful, no matter how dumb my question may be.

Second, I'm tagging her because I think she & I have a lot in common. I think if we lived closer to one 
another, we'd probably be close friends! I'm not sure that I want to join her in her part of the country 
right now. It's pretty cold. But, then again, it's not exactly warm here, either!

So, yes, @Elsa, I tag you.

kiara_wael
I would love to spend Valentines day with @Sukanta_Biswas .He who introduced me to the 
King Community and he is a very good person who always shares his experiences and helps 
friends who have difficulty playing Candy Crush, he is one of the CC Masters.

Knowing him made me know the meaning of life.There is something beautiful in you, 
something which makes me always Special . Happy Valentine’s Day Janu 



christine88
Am I allowed to say ... That I would want to spend my Valentine's day with everyone in this 
community. There is so much love that is spreading around. ♥️♥️

Frenioz00
Hey @Glenn1972, I was just about to post the same question when I read @Foley1362's about 
the bus ... Are you somehow reading my thoughts through?! I know you are magical so I would 
not be surprised if you actually were! 

Frenioz00
Hmmm... That seems a little expensive @BQN537. Maybe we could call my friend 
John Travolta (#LoL) and ask if we can borrow one of his planes. I'd really don't 
think he'd mind, he has 5!



Nat09
@lulu13 of course you’re coming with us, are you bringing a pet with you to the park?

Foley1362
@lulu13 - happy to have you join us but be careful what you wish for, the 🚌 driver 
isn’t always the best spot to be 😳🤪😂

Lulu13
Well! @frenioz00 @Nat09 @Foley1362 
I’m not sure I would fit on the 🚌 with all of you plus the 🐶🐰@Glenn1972 
bringing🥕@BQN537 with her 🐕 not sure 🤔 if I forgot anyone else sorry.😐 If i bring 
my pooch Lilly the Cavapoo too it could be a disaster, especially because @Foley1362 
seems to be the designated driver 😬🤣😂



SupriyaV
I would like to spend my day with -
@frenioz00 - i just got to know she is a part of the community recently.. when she started tagging me as 
one of her peeps! 😁🙈😍

@Elsa , @Glenn1972, @MataiceAlison - You were the first few people i got to know in this community and 
had fun in interacting with you...😁😉

Foley1362
@lulu13 - what are you talking about 😱 I’m an excellent 🚌 driver 😉🤪🤣😂



Beth_Mc_Hugh
@frenioz00 was my first and only tag. I'll spend Valentine's day wearing A, comfy clothes.

Sharon_Loose
Aww thank you my lovely friend @kiara_wael such lovely words, I love you too and hope you have a lovely 
Valentine’s Day also

Sharon_Loose
@Elsa sending you hugs, sorry for your loss and of course I would let you know if I hear from Shanae 
but I really fear the worse.



siti_payung
I will tag a newbie @apoole57 . Why...since I just a got message form him/her and I think I will love to spend the day 
with her. Chatting over delicious foods and drinks plus chocolate cake to welcome a warm friendship via candy 
crush saga game.

Sugy
@frenioz00 will you be my date. I would like to know about you. We can make this valentines day as a girls day 
out.

Eagle1010
Honestly, I have no idea with whom to spend the day as I am new here, since yesterday 😅 Just need to get to 
know more male members hehe - Shouting out here LOL (Would love to date a man, but @Foley1362 has been 
tagged already, he likes being cheeky and I like that 😉 Talking bout first impressions LOL) 

Otherwise, if it is just about spending time with someone without any romance involved, I think @Sofia1992
could be fun to be with, movies, good food and cocktails are fun, aren't they? 🍽️🍸🍹🎬️

Or do I have to be tagged first? Sorry when that's the case, surely do not want to break any rule on my second 
day here lol

clayr3580
I'm new and therefore don't have any friends. Truthfully only started playing to have something to do during chemo, now 
I'm hooked. I've never been much of a gamer but I love these games. Then low and behold I stumbled onto this forum 
and it's great! Therefore I wish to spend valentine's with whoever started this forum. It is amazingly informative and 
entertaining. So, thank u so much



Elsa
Now I would like to tag @the_revenger. I met him here in the community not too long ago. Much to my surprise 
one day he posted that he got his braces and only then did I associate him with an age. It's so difficult to know a 
person by their nickname or know whether they are he/she or what age they are. He is one really neat, sweet 
player. So welcome @the_revenger to our community and may you meet some really neat people here!

Elsa
Now I would like to tag two players who first joined us in the Candy Crush Saga Beginner's Corner last 
October. 

@FaRayha and @Fakhri have been supportive of that community from the beginning. For those of you who 
don't know about that area I would like to bring it to your attention for a couple of minutes. The Beginner's 
Corner was started last year for game beginner's. We offered a welcome message here where the newbie 
players could learn all about the boosters, blockers, special candies and much more. 

There are many more newbies that posted in that area and I don't mean to leave them out but I have to get 
working on one of the game communities that just opened up a community button to their game. I need to 
add more information to help new community members that will be joining us. So if I didn't mention your 
name and you have posted in the Beginner's Corner 

@FaRayha and @Fakhri I wish both of you a very sweet Valentine's Day. It's not all about being in a 
relationship to feel love. As @kmk1331 wrote: "I totally am tagging myself because I'm the only person that 
I find worthy of spending Valentine's Day with!!! How do I Tag??" ...................... it's all about loving you first 
and foremost!



FaRayha
Thank you @Elsa thank you very much for such a beautiful praise...i want to spend day with 
@Elsa and @Glenn1972

Because @Elsa is such a polite and a very kind person i first met in this community so she is the 
first one and y @Glenn1972 because of kindness and support others...

Foley1362
@Eagle1010 - how very kind of you 🙏🏻Welcome to our friendly community. Since I’m 
spoken for and the official bus driver (right @Glenn1972🤣 ) and have plans with 
@frenioz00 I’m afraid I can’t take you up on the offer but your are more than welcome to 
join the party bus 💪🏻
Keeping the tags going - I would love to invite my good friend @wafercookieflippers to join 
the bus ride and yes you can bring @Rancid too 🤪
Man I’m going to need to invest a larger engine for this bus ride now 🔥🔥

Chicken_Slayer
Aw thank you @Elsa I couldn't be with nicer people ❤️



Sukanta_Biswas
Thanks @Elsa Thank you so much for being such a platform.😍
I will only celebrate Valentine's Day with my longtime Girlfriend @kiara_wael
I have celebrated Valentine's Day with her for the last 5 years and there is nothing wrong with this year. 

For the past 5 years, I have kept him near me, even though I am far away. After I became a superstar, I 
made him like a superstar, to get her here too and after all, she is now a superstar.😊

Here is a sweet message for her.❤️

johamilton My date for Valentines will be with @Lynette. I have know her for years and will be flying out to 
Australia. I have been friends with her for years starting with Bubble Witch Saga. So now we will meet and she 
will show me around her beautiful land. 😂

Frenioz00
You are welcome... but you still haven't told us who your date will be! We are all 
dying to know! Right, @Elsa?!



nie09
Wow it's so nice to read here all the comments. I hope finding a new friends here 😊 even I can't get it 🤣

Elsa
I am sending a special tag to @mercerik! I think I've known her for a little over a year now. Her heart is 
in the right place. She loves doing level videos and helping the players when she can.

man6
I would like to celebrate with Miss-Morgan

Mercerik
@Elsa 
Hi Elsa! I am sending you a message thru my favorite character, Baby Yoda, from Star Wars 
Mandalorian. I 3D printed both of these. Aren't they cute? I didn't have a 2 tone green filament 
so I need to have these painted.



Scooterpie
I would like to tag "Everyone"! So many interesting personas I have found here. I wonder 
what each one of you is really like outside our Candy World!

GranBarb
@clayr3580, I'm going to tag you for Valentine's Day!  I'm so sorry to hear you're having to go thru chemo, 
etc. But,very glad you found King games & our community here to help you pass the time.

I lost my baby sister to "C" about a year & a half ago. Unfortunately, I couldn't spend more time with her 
due to the distance between us. Miles, I mean. She went thru chemo & radiation treatments. Got a clean 
bill of health after taking a certain drug that "ate" the cancer, & then that drug ended up " eating" away at 
the good things in her. 'Nuff said about that!

So, how's about we go somewhere warm - not here, for sure! - and just lay around & talk? Maybe eat a lite 
lunch? I'll bring my dog 🐕 & let him play.

What do ya think?



Lynette
hehe, I would love to show you around my beautiful country for a Valentines date @johamilton💜
My other choices would of course be my two favorite Superstars @Chicken_Slayer💖 and @Elsa💛

Bearwithme
Wow this is awesome and there are so many pages in this thread already. I would like to tag @imabearnut ! 
With a name like that - surely you are a bear lover like I am. Do you have a large collection of bears??? Maybe 
we could go look at bears on Valentine's Day! Real or stuffed I love them all! 💗

Linduh_58
I guess unfortunately I will tag myself. I don't know anyone in the forums to tag. Hope to get 
to know some people soon. Happy Valentines to me!



Linduh_58
I guess unfortunately I will tag myself. I don't know anyone in the forums to tag. Hope to get to know some 
people soon. Happy Valentines to me!

Scooterpie
@Linduh_58 Welcome to the Community! Happy Valentines Day to You!

Elsa
Today I am going to tag @satnam! He is awesome, superb, kind, thoughtful, fabulous and conceited! 
😀

Where should we go for Valentine's Day? No! We cannot go clothes shopping so that you can look at 
yourself in the mirror and say "I am awesome, superb, kind, etc, etc, etc. 😆



Nimni
@cody will you spend the valentine day with me? I will give you candy crush saga lives every 5 minutes. 

Cody and I get along very well. Cody always ask me for lives and I'm always ready to send the lives.we have a 
very good understanding so I wish cody would me my valentine this year.

Glenn1972
Hello @Nancy31 , You have come a long way here in the community!!
I would like to sit and let you tell ne how you did it this Valentines Day!!

Foley1362
@frenioz00 - Hey Valentine 🤗🥰🤪
I’ve been working so hard on getting my drivers license 
renewed so I can drive the bus I’m a little wiped out. 

I would gladly welcome @Sugy help or anyone else that wants 
to ride but I’m afraid @Rancid doesn't prefer my driving 
remember 🥺



Imabearnut
Hello there 👋
I would like to thank @bearwithme for tagging me & I would like to tag @bearwithme back! Yes, I am a bear 
addict to say the least! I have been collecting Boyds Bears for years now. I have mostly plush, but do have some 
resin. My biggest one is over 40” high down to the smallest one which is 2” high. I have hundreds of them. My 
husband starting counting a few years back & stopped around 400 because he got sick of counting. They are in 
every room. Anyway, I could talk you silly about my love for them! 
Oh @Elsa, I would love for you to write a teddy bear story for us! 🤗@mercerik, koalas happen to be my favorite 
animal since I was little! 💜🐨💜@Scooterpie, you love bears too! I wish that I could tag you all! 💗🐻💗

DesireeK12
@Nck I'm new to all this posting stuff but I'd love to get to know you and many 
others! You're the "one" @Nck

Nat09
Here’s a bear for @bearwithme @Scooterpie @Spinnifix and @imabearnut 
from a little bunny lover 😁( 



LizzyLemondrop
I guess since nobody has tagged me, I'll have to be my own Valentine 😘

Elsa
I am tagging @LizzyLemondrop because tomorrow is the big day and she is feeling 
sad because she really doesn’t want to be single tomorrow. So you and I can get 
together and enjoy single time together. If it’s warmer where you live then I am 
coming to you after going to the dentist in the morning. Ok?

Pounawea
Good morning everyone, Happy Valentines Day! 



Fazura_Fauzi87
I'm tagging Me. I hope to win the gold bar although my chance is slim. I have join the king's game for several 
years. Maybe it is not enough, to help me on the game, it take a lot effort to go to higher level, but a little help 
would be just enough for certain situation.

LizzyLemondrop
Thank you @Elsa for including me 😊

Sarah0888
Ok this is just random.. But glad to share candy crush with you..
Kikaskooka



Debrichmond
Okay, here's a new bus. @Nat09 would you please decorate this one? 
@Rancid maybe you can provide the water since you seem to have some 
to spare now. @Foley1362 perhaps you should ride shotgun to keep 
@frenioz00 driving CLOSER to the speed limit. I know you are an 
AWESOME driver @frenioz00 , but is it really necessary to go THAT fast? 
Me, @Lim , @lulu13 , @Elsa, @wafercookieflippers and @Glenn1972 could 
come along for the ride. I'll bring 🍡🧀🥨🥖 for snacks. All aboard!
One, two, three, let's go! @Nat09 @Rancid @Foley1362 @frenioz00 
@lulu13 @Lim @Elsa @Glenn1972 @wafercookieflippers

Hotmess420
If I'm understanding this right I would like to tag @mylabnewfie
Cause they commented on something I had said so thank u @mylabnewfie

3MM3
Just because... @Glenn1972

Monicasantos1
Hi all.



Nikpen
I would like to tag @Glenn1972 as I'm in awe of all their accomplishments &would love to get to 
know them better and learn from them! Show me ur ways wise one! The student is 
here&ready!😉😉 Happy Valentine's!!❤️❤️

Glenn1972
Hello @nikpen , Thank you for the sweet tag!! 
I too am a student and am looking forward to learning. I think we could learn together here 
and I am ready. Look forward to getting to know you better ❤️!!
Happy Valentine's to you👨❤️👨!!

Gourav01
Hello Every One!!!!!!!



Thank you to everyone who participated in this contest


